OFf’IONS SELLING PRAC£ICES

I~I’~JUUCI’ION

’i’ne O~tions study explained the ~Tnner in which brokerage fi~
and ~eir r~iste~O ~e~resentatives seii iist~ ~tions to ~e ~
i~ ~n order to oete~e if si~nirican~ ~tte~ of selli~ practice
~uses existS. ~e ot ~e seilino practi~s su~ey~ were so~d,
~n~le o~ers ~areO ~e~ical a~ still o~ers were clearly u~a~ul.
’~ere~o~, ~e inte~al ~ntrois ~O ~r~ures of brokerage fi~ were
~al~z~ ~or ~e s~citic we~esses whi~ ~ad ~’~tt~ these ab~es
to ~cur. ~gn no attest was maoe to quantitatively ~asure unsou~
seili~ Fracti~s ~r~g~ut ~,e i~try or ~r~ghout a fi~, it ~
ev~oen5 ~at, wherever brokerage kim~ la~eO ad~uate inte~al controls,
serious selling ~es were l~ely to ~cur. ~t optio~ selli~ ~es
are ~-~t~ ~n ~e ta~iure of u~y brokerage fim~ to pr~ibit r~ister~
representatives iron sellin9 listeO optio~ to ~e public ~fore ~e
rim~s ~,~elves nave ~taulisned necessary su~iso~ systems to ~nt~l
~~e~r sales force. In h~y ti~ aO~uate inte~al ~ntrols are still lacking.
’i’n~s ~apter o~scusses ~e selling practice ~uses ~d inte~al ~ntrol
~r~c~enc~es to~ by ~e ~tions ~tudy.
’fne op%ions ~uOy nao access to all ~e C~issi~’s investigative
Klles relating ~ ~t~o~ seilin9 practices ~ review~ ~re ~ one
nunor~ ~ t~tty ~tio~ e~uinations of broker~ealer fi~s ~uct~

by the Commission’s staff during the past 15 months. The Options
Study also reviewed the options complaint files of the Commission
and those of broker~e firms of all sizes and interviewed cempliance
~nd sales ~ersonnel from brokerage firms. Finally, to gain a better
oerspective of their options business policies, and internal controls,
the O~tions Study sent a detailed ouestionnaire to a sample of brokerage
firms sellin~ listed options to the oublic. The s~aple consisted of
all broker~e firms carryinq ~nd clearing their own ~ublic customer
accounts which re~orted to the Co~ission listed options comaission
reve~oes for 1977 of $500,000 or ~ore (46 firms) and a random s~ple
drawn from 89 smaller brokerage firms whose listed options co~mission
revenoes for the same ~eriod were between $i00,000 and $500,000 (12
firms). The 58 firms which cem~rised the industry group s~ple
accoonted for more than 70 percent of the total options cow, mission
revenues earned in 1977 by brokerage firms which dealt with public
c~ to~er s.
Broker~e firms are required by both the Exchange ~t and the
rules of self-re~ulatory organizations to maintain adequate systems
of suoervision and control over the activities of all their employees.
A brokerage firm’s supervision of its employees must be adequate to
r~otect its customers from illegal and unethical practices because,
as the Cow.mission has explained:
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Customers dealing with a securities firm
exnect, and are entitled to receive, proper treatment and to be protected against
fraud ~nd other misconduct, and may prope_rly
rely on the firm to provide this protection, i__/
A hiqh standard of supe_rvision over registered representatives
is reouired because of the ~otential for abuse of a cust(~aer’s
trust. Cne court recently noted:
The reqistered representative and the brokerdealer earn their money, directly and indirectly,
by sales activitv. Customers often rely on their
broker-representatives for investment advice.
’The ooportunity and temptation to take advantage
of the client is ever present.’ 2/
The c~mDlexity and leverage features of listed options trading
Dose siqnificant risks for public investors and regu_ ire tmique supervisorv systems within broker-dealer firms. ~deauate supervision of
listed ootions tradinq reou. ires brokerage firms to actively and continuously ensure t~hat knowledgeable supervisory personnel oversee the
activities of registered representatives, that registered representatives
are adequately trained and that they transact business only with those
customers who can appreciate and bear the risks which options trading
entails. As oart of its supervisory res.Donsibilities, each brokerage
firm must oerform timely reviews of its account openings and of the

I/ ~evnolds & Co., 39 SEC 902, 917 (1960).
2/

Kravitz v Pressman, Frohlich & Frost, Inc., 447 F. Supp.. 203,
213 (D. Mass. 1978)
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selling ~ents s~gwn or sent to customers. In addition, each firm
must syste~aticaily oversee the trading activity in customer accounts
~d ~ol±ow sound recordkeeping and back-office procedures.
In ,~ny cases ex~nined Dy the Options Study, cust(~,ers have
su~ered unnecessary losses that might have Deen prevented by adequate
supervisory oontrols, b~or example, because brokerage ccn~lissions alone
~rovide a strong incentive for registered representatives to reconm~end
l~sted options, r~ne Options Study found that customers had been switched
from u~Dnservative long-temn invest~ent positions into active short-term
trading in listed options wi~!] little or no regard to the suitability
o£ t!~is new type of trading tot t~e cust~r. Other customers were
¯ nitial±y attracte~ to options trading by misleading advertising and
ori~er pronDtional ~[~terials produced Dy the firm or its registered
representatives. Although so~ of these custc~rs did not understand
optlons, or ,]ave the financial ability to bear the risks of options
tra~ing, t!~ey were permitted to open options accounts and trade options.
’foo rrequently, registered representatives, lacking proper training
an~ supervision, involv~ customers in elaborate options transactions
or progr~s so cemplex that neither they nor their customers fully
understood t~em. As a result, these transactions were occasionally
constructed in such a way that, unknown to the cust~ner, the best
outcome ne could possibly achieve would be to break even. In other
transactions, the customer’s maximum potential profit was much less
than the c~aissions ~]e was charged.
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Customers generally are not provided adequate, usable information
to enable them to appreciate fully the risks or results of trading listed
options. Monthly account statements, which are supposed to inform the
customer of the status of his account, generally do not give the customer
sufficiently detailed information to monitor his trading activity. Options
customers, on the other hand, often do receive from brokerage firms
detailed selling documents, such as worksheets and performance reports.
These documents may be misleading because they sometimes provide little
or no exDlenation of the risks of the options transactions being recommended,
or because they contain ~realistic projections of high rates of return.
Most brokerage, firms rely on a system of branch office managers,
comolemented by a home office compliance unit, to oversee the trading
in customer accounts. Many local supervisors, however, are not properly
r~eoared to ~derstand options or to control listed options trading
in customer accounts. Similarly, home office compliance systems often
do not Provide ade.~uate review of customer options trading, especially
trading in discretionary accounts opened as part of some options investment
programs. ~hese problems of supervision are further compounded by
inade~.uacies in certain back-office and record keeping practices which
decrease the efficiency of both the firms and regulators in determining
co~oliance with rules.
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On r!~e basis of its review, the Options Study is recon~mending
c!qanges in the rules ot self-regulatory organizations for the
purpose ot L~proving and strengtl~ening internal control systems
in brokerage tin~. The Options Study recommends that these
min~a~ requirements be imposed on all brokerage firms selling
±isted options to the public regardless of the self-regulatory
a££iliation or the rimn.
’l~,e ex~nples use~ in the chapter to illustrate abuses and
regulatory proDlems are drawn from the Co~mission’s £iles. All
custon~r accounts described were selected from among actual customer accoiu~ts analyzed by the Co,~nission’s staff although some
numOers nave been rounded and, in one case, part of an account
was ~eleted to simplity analysis without compromising conclusions.
N~s and dates nave been change~ wherever appropriate. Excerpts
rro,,~ registered representative - customer conversations or from
sworn testi,[ony are taken from tapes and transcripts reviewed
Dy ta~e O~tions StuOy.
Certain selling practice issues which the t~tions Study has
not addressed, Put which deserve future scrutiny by the Con~ission and
its staff, are:
.

Exercise practices, at both OCC and broker-dealer
limits including the fairness of certain practices
suc2, as automatic exercise and exercise of abandoned
custon~r options ~d the risks these and other
exercise practices entail for public investors;
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¯

The role of the investment adviser as an options
consultant and the relationship of options advisors
and their services to brokerage firms;

¯

The relationship between options selling practices
and the growth in the number and size of margin
accounts;
~]~e relationship among firm proprietary trading,
firN. research recon~endations on underlying stock,
customer options trades and the recommendations
made to customers ;

¯

The effect of listed optio.ns trading on the customer
account transfer practices~of brokerage firms.

¯

Tne need for an options regulatory program for
SECO broker-dealers.
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A.

._REGISTERED REPRESENTATIVE QUALIFICATION, PREPARATION

AND ~-~3TIVATION

1. Introduction
The .soundness of options selling

practices rests ultimately on

the training and attitude of the persons who sell options to the public.
~,~hile many of the selling practice problems found by the Options Study

might have been avoided if 6rokerage firms had better supervisory or
surveillance oroqrams, the first means of avoiding such problems is
to establish controls and to develop incentives which encourage integrity
and oromote high standards of performance on the part of registered
representatives who deal directly with public investors.
A number of controls and incentives are essential if high stand~rds ~re to be established and maintained:
(I) First, the industry-wide requirements for allowing
individuals to become "qualified" as options salespersons should
be stringent enough, and the on-the-job and classroom training
provided to reqistered representatives within each firm should
be rigorous enough, to assure that only persons reasonably proficient
in oDtions are permitted to sell options to the public.
(2) Second, a system of incentives must be developed within
each firm to encourage registered representatives to give adequate
consideration to their cust~ers’ best interests when recommending
or effecting options transactions for customer accounts.
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(3) Third, the hiring and termination practices in the industry
must be directed toward assuring that o~_rsons seeking employment
as registered representatives are properly screened, and that registered

representatives who have demonstrated an inability or unwillingness
to deal fairly and honestly with their customers are removed from
the business.
In all three areas, the Options Study has found that controls
are inadequate to assure that only knowledgeable and properly
~otivated registered representatives sell listed options to the public.
2. The Qualifications of Persons Who Sell Options
Several of the options-related customer problems reviewed by the
ODtions Study were caused by registered representatives who did not
understand listed options. ~hese problems might have been avoided
if the registered representative involved had been required to

undergo a meaningful gualifyinq and training process before he was
permitted to sell options to customers. The present requirements
are inadeouate in this regard, and, as a result, many registered
representatives now servicing the accounts of options customers
lack the necessary knowledge and skill to perform their f~ctions
professionally.
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a. The. options .qualifying examination
The options exchanges all require that employees of member firms
be registered with the exchange before they are permitted to sell that
exchanqe’s listed options to customers. As a prerequ_ isite to registration, the solesperson must pass an options qualifying exanination.
Two exaninations are presently in use. The NASD "Series 7"
~ualifying examination is given to all applicants who are new to the
securities industry and who ore seeking_ to become registered to sell
securities for the first time (i.e., to become "registered representotives"). The "Puts ond Calls" examination is given to persons who
ore already registered representatives, but who passed the Series 7
exanination (or became registered on the basis of earlier standards)
before listed options were included in the registration requirements. ~3/
The Series 7 examination consists of 250 multiple choice
c~estions ond covers virtually all types of securities products
available to investors. Questions relating to listed call options
have been included in the examination since May 1977. At present,
aooroximatelv twenty guestions -- eight percent of the examination
-- directly concern options, and, on occasion, as mony as ten more ,
For a short Deriod of time the Series 7 examination included
3__/
questions on calls but not puts, and persons who took the test
d~ing that period subsequently had to pass a separate "Puts"
examination if they wished to offer puts to customers.
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~uestions ~~y De devoted to hie margin treatment of options transactions. An applicant must achieve a seventy percent correct score
to pass the emm,nination (175 correct answers); none of the subjects
is scored separately. The ex~Qination is "closed book" and is
a~~inistere~ once a mont~ at various NASD testing centers around
tne country.
As presently structured, t~e Series 7 examination has little
relationship to the actual qualifications of a person to sell listed
options. ~ince only twenty questions directly concern options and
since an applicant may miss a full seventy-five questions without
£aili~ t~e examination, an applicant may miss ever~ options question

ar~ sti±l Dec~ne "qualified" to sell options.
On the other nan,, the "Puts and Calls" examination, which consists
ot forty to fifty multiple choice questions, is devoted entirely to
options. ~ pass this test, a person would appear to need some
understanding of the product. As with the Series 7 examination,
however, the industry has permitted those who ta~e the "Puts ~and Calls"
test to ~ass it without necessarily possessing any knowledge of options.
First, the examination is given "in house" which ~ans that brokerage
firms may devise their own procedures for administering the test. The
opportunity for abuse is apparent, and it is not surprising that rumors
abound as to widespread misconduct in the ac~sinistering of the test.
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~econd, no official passing grade has ever been established for the
ex~n~lation (although a "rule-of-thumb" seventy-five percent passing
score has been suggested by the CHOE). %~e established brokerage firm
procedure following the examination is for the options supervisor
w~,o a~ninistered the test to "review" wit~ each candidate his incorrect
an~ers and then to retest him until ne ’°passes." For this reason, the
"Puts an~ Calls" test, like the Series 7 examination, does not serve to
assure that options "qualified" registered representatives are knowledgeaDle about optio,%s.
In view ot the present unsatisfactory status of the qualifying
exaLtinatior~ given to persons seeking certification to sell options
to the puDllc, the Options Study recommends:
THE SELF- "REGOLATO~Y O~GANIZATIONS SHOULD AMEND
TdEIR RULES ’I~3 ~h~JIRE ~Ii~r ’FHE REGISTERED ’

~~r~rr~E "O~rI~s ~dALIF¥1NG" EX~INATIONS
6E RhMISED ’I0 REQUIRE A THONtVdGH KSK)WI21X~E OF
oF£IO6k~ AND OF APPLIABLE OPTIONS RULES DESIi~qED
~0 PMJi’EC*£ CUSIOMERS. THESE EXAMINATIONS SHOULD
~E RE~LI~iINIS’£ERED ’1%) ALL OFfIONS S~PERSONS,
AND ALL EX~IINATIONS SHOULD BE GIVhlq ONDER CO~gROLLED
SUFd~OONDINGS BY INDEPENDEh[f EXAMINERS.
u. ’ihe training requirement
The rules of the AMEX and C~OE provide that, in order to be
registered, a prospective options salesperson must not only pass
an options ex~ination, put must also "successfully ccmplete a
training course" ((!~OE) or "nave a mLnLmum period of four months
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trainin~ and experience" (AMEX). 4/ The training component of
the reqistration rec~]irement is not strictly enforced, however,
so that firms are free to decide for themselves how much, and
in what manner, options traininq should be qiven to prospective
salesDersons. As s result, the ~nount of time and effort devoted
to clsssroom and on-the-job training varies widely from firm to
firm.
~qistered representatives ~no wish to offer options to custome[s
should be given oractical, supervised, on-the-job training which the
~esent svstem does not assure.
Accordinql¥, the Options Study recommends:
2~E SELF-REGULATORY ORGANIZATIONS SHOULD ADOPT
RULE~ TO REQUIRE THAT THE TRAINING OF REGISTERED
REPRESENTATI~ \~40 RECCMMEND OPTIONS ~93kNSACTIONS
TO CUSTOMERS BE FOI~MALIZED TO INCLUOE A MINIML~4
~[O.MBER OF HOURS OF APPROVED CLASSROOM AND ON-THEJOB INSTRUCTION.
3. Motivetion
Adec~ately trained and tested registered representatives must
slso .be oroperlv motivated if they are to serve customers fairly. 5/

4__/ Rule 9.3, CBOE Guide (CCH) ¶ 2203;
Rule 341, 2 ASE Guid4 (OCH) ¶ 9391.
5 / The duty of a registered representative to inquire about a
customer’s investment objectives, financial situation and needs
and, based on that information, to determine whether or not
options transactions are suitable for the customer, is discussed in subchapter C, "Suitability", infra.
’
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But, reqistered representatives are subject to a serious conflict
of interest that arises from the dual role they must play when servicin~ customer accounts. On one hand, the registered representative is
an ~dvisor to his customers and an agent who ought to act with his
customers’ best interests in mind. At the same time, in most firms the
reqistered representative is a salesperson whose only, or principal,
ccmpensation comes from co~issions which are related to the size and
freouencv of transactions in his customers’ acco~ants, qhis compensation
system creates a temotation for the registered representative to effect
trades in his customers’ accounts - trades which may or may not be in
the interests of his customers - in order to der ire income.
CouDled with the short-term nature of options, the industry’s
co~mission rate structure makes options a particularly attractive sales
item to a registered representative whose livelihood depends upon
commissions. ~he commission structure of the securities industry has
tr~ditionally called for higher charges for transactions in low-priced
securities. This structure has been retained in the commission
rates most firms charqe their options customers. For example, a
customer generally will Day a larger commission on an options trade
consistin~ of i0 calls at $5 ($500 per contract) than on a stock
trade consistinq of i00 shares at $50, even though the val~e of the
securities in both transactions is $5,000.
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To .~.ive a specific example, consider an investor ~4no buys 5
call contracts, oriced at $200 a contract, for a total purchase
or ice of $i,000, olus commission. Most firms do not calculate
this commission ~s though 5 units were purchased at $200 each.
Instead, each call option contract is equated to I00 shares
of stock, and the option on each share is assigned a unit value
of $2. The commission is based on a purchase of 5 contracts of
I00 units each, or 500 units at $2 for each unit. Osing rates
tyoical in the industry, the investor is charged $57.20 for 500
units at $2 instead of $25.00 for 5 units at $200.
The Ootions Study rec~ested from each firm in the industry group
sample a current co~mission rate schedule. Table I below su.,~narizes
certain of the information provided. This table displays commissions
as a DerCenta~e of the cost of buying i00 shares, 500 shares and i000
&hares of stock at $50 .per share, and i, 5 ~nd i0 options contracts
eouivalent to i00, 500 and i000 units at prices of $.87, $5 and $I0
oer unit.
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TABLE I
Dollar
Value
of Trade

The
Trade

Industry
Sample R~ .nge

low
1 call @ $ .87
5 calls @ .87
i0 calls @ .87

Average
Co~missions As
Industry
Percentage of
Sample Average Dollar Invested

high

$ 87.50
437.50
875.00

$ 6.25
20.00
35.00

- 30.00
- 53.75
- 101.60

$ 13.77
40.44
78.34

15.74%
9.24%
8.95%

1 call @ $5
5 calls @ $5
10 calls @ $5

500.00
2500.00
5000.00

18.04
74.50
127.00

- 29.40
- 106.70
- 181.05

23.30
86.83
149.16

4.66%
3.47%
2.98%

1 call @ $I0
5 calls @ $I0
I0 c~lls @ $I0

i000.00
5000.00
I0000.00

25.00
97.00
172.00

- 37.50
- 132.89
- 247.68

29.08
114.08
211.26

2.91%
2.28%
2.11%

I00 shares @ $50
500 shales @ $50
1000 shares @ $50

5000.00
25000.00
50000.00

71.50
325.00
499.28

- 96.12
- 390.48
- 599.14

82.18
343.64
524.97

1.64%
1.37%
1.05%

As Table I portrays, the commission rate applied to low-priced
securities is substantially higher than that applied to higher
oriced securities. Three trades involving an investment of $5,000
are included: i00 shares at $50, 5 call contracts at $i0, and i0
call contracts at $5. The commission charges (industry average)

for these trades are as follo~s:
i00 shares @ $50
5 calls @ $I0
i0 calls @ $5

$82.18
$114.08
$149.16

The hiqher commission structure on listed options, h~wever, is only one
of the incentives to a registered representative to recommend listed
options to his customers.
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This incentive is greatly magnified by the opportunity for repeated
trades of ootions which is a result of their limited life span. For
example, assu~e a customer desiring to buy 500 shares of Upjohn
at $50 ~er share could be convinced by his registered representative
also to start a covered o~)tions writing program by writing five
U~.iohn calls three months from expiration, and to repeat the process
at e~ch expiration date. The registered representative could realistically anticipate eight to twelve additional commission charges
durin~ the next veer, just from the options. Thus, based on the
industry ~rouo sam.Dle commission average, the registered representative
could expect to receive a stock co~nission of $343 as well as
$500 to $i,000 in options commissions from the above transactions.
Of course, if any of the calls were exercised, additional stock
commissions would be earned on the exercise and the repurchase
of Uojohn stock reouired to continue the covered ootions writing
program. Still further options charges would also accrue if, as
a result of a significant move in the price of the stock, an existing
options .~osition level was closed out and a new options position
estebl [shed.
A sales guide of a national brokerage firm, which was distributed to its registered representatives, pointed out the commissionrelated incentives to salespersons for engaging their customers in
options tr~ing. The guide stated:
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IOp. tions Writinq] can be the best revenue producer available to
[a registered representative].

I.

An account will generate 5-10% in conmissions
based on the money in the program i.e. if [the
customer] invests $25,000, [you] will receive
$1,250 to $2,500 a year in commissions.

2.

If lyou] open one $25,000 account a week, you
will earn at the rate of $62,500 to $125,000
per year.

3.

If [you] ~.argined all of them - you would be
earninq in the $125,000 to $250,000 category
- with only 50 accounts.

The same document included the statement:
Ootions are like an annuity. Once in operation,
they must do business several times each year. As
6otions come due, action must be taken... Many
reqistered representatives move money six to seven
times a year. Easy to see how [you] can generate
10% in commissions. (Emphasis added.)
The effects of the co~nission rate structure on the selling
of listed options underscore the need for adequate preparation
of options salespersons and for strong, supervisory controls over
their sellinq activities.
4. Hirino. and Termination Procedures
While the overall quality of the options sales force would be
enhanced, a.nd its performance improved, if the testing, training.
and supervision of registered options salespersons were upgraded,
still another requlatory control must exist if the public is to
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ue protected from the unsatisfactory perfomnance of salespersons.
BroKerage £irn~ must design -- and implement -- hiring and employment
terminatlon procedures capaDle of identifying and re~noving individuals
WhOSe on-tne-3ob ~erfomnance has proved harmful to customers.
a. Hirin~ procedures
’I~ assure that persons applying £or ~ositions as securities
salespersoi~s have ~e requisite character and capabilities to service
customer needs adequately, the NYSE requires that member firms "make
a thorough inquiry into the previous record and reputation of persons
~a]<~ll t~ey contemplate employing." The NYSE recon~lends that " [t]he
background and reputation check should, wheneVer possible, include
at least personal conversations wit21 all employers during the previous
3 years ..." ~/ q%]e options exchanges likewise require that their
~oers ,~e a reasonable investigation o£ the credentials of all
prospective ~oloyees. 7__/
V~rtually all ~!~e rimus in the industry group sample, when queried
Dy t~e Options Study aDout their hiring practices, responded that
t!~elr procedures included son~ background review of every 3oh applicant,
including a check o£ ~e applicant’s most recent employer and other
employers. However, t!~e responses of most firms in the sample
6/ ~<ule 345, 2 NYSE Guide (CCH) ¶ 2345.18.
7/ See, e.@., Rule 340.02, 2 A~E Guide (CCH) ¶ 9390.
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indicated that these firms did little more than comply with the
minimu~ regulatory reguirements. And, while existing or former
customers are
a

generally an excellent source of information concerning

registered representative’s performance, very few firms indicated

that they contacted such customers as _Dart of their background
check orocedures.
Even the limited checks required by the existing self-regulatory
rules, if followed, might be adeauate to screen individuals seeking
nositions as re~]istered representatives. In practice, however, particularly with respect to registered representatives already employed in
the industry, individuals who have patently unsatisfactory performance
records see,] to be able to find ~mployment at new firms if they have
records of generating large commissions.
The breakdown in hiring controls appears to result fro~ two
nervasive industrv Dractices. First, when asked by the hiring firm to
evaluate a registered representative’s performance, the registered
representative’s existing or previous employer does not always give
a candid assessment. The lazk of candor may be explained in several
ways. (he reason suggested to the Options Study is that firms are
fearful of being subject to defamation lawsuits brought by registered
representatives who believe their careers have been damaged or
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retarded by their employers’ unfair or untrue assessments of their
performance. Other reasons for lack of candor may be the desire of
a fina to rid itself .ouietly of an unsatisfactory salesperson, or the
concern by the firm that lawsuits brought by unhappy customers of the
deoarting registered representative might be aided by evidence that
the firm was aware of the registered representative’s shortcomings.
The concern about deflation lawsuits is legitimate only insofar
as a firm’s negative im~essions of an employee cannot be substantiated
by objective evidence. Thus, such evidence as written or oral customer
complaints and repeated (and recorded) violations of a firm’s procedures
should, in most circuastances, enable a firm to avoid, or to counter
successfully, a charge of defamation. Cnly with regard to those employees
who violate no rules, or create no significant problems for cust~ners,
but who simply make an unfavorable "subjective" impression, is a firm
justified in withholding a negative report. The desire to be rid
of a problem s~lesperson, or the desire to avoid recompensing injured
customers -- are not legitimate reasons to avoid candor in a self-regulatory system designed to foster integrity of the marketplace and
to ~rotect public customers.
A second cause for the breakdown of hiring controls is that
the hiring firm does not always heed warnings from the former employer
about a registered representative’s unsatisfactory _performance record.
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The Options Study has reviewed several cases in which the quest
for the "biq oroducer" has caused a firm deliberately to disregard warnings. In one such case the firm knowingly hired two
salesmen who were under suspension by their former firm because
of serious unresolved customer probl~as. The salesmen were hired
over the objections of the firm’s compliance officer who later
complained that the salesmen had been "shoved down [his] throat."
In another case a registered representative, who had already been
sus.Derk]ed once by the Commission, passed through two firms and
was hired by a third in a short period. His job application was
being considered not because he was a "big producer", but because
his brother w~s a "big producer ," and the two together formed part
of the sales ".~sckaqe". In each firm the salesperson created
customer probl~as-which the next employer firm knew about, or
would have known about if it had been warned by or had diligently
asked the prior ~nployers.
TWo cases particularly illustrate how lack of candor by former
employers, and indifference to obvious problems by prospective employers,
have allou~d options salespersons with unsatisfactory records to stay
in business :
¯

Mr. B, a reputed "options expert," was employed at ten
brokeraqe firms from 1969 to 1978. Mr. B’s employment was
terminated by major brokerage firms in 1975, 1976 ~nd 1977.
In each case Mr. B left behind customers complaining of his
mistreatment of their options accounts. A self-regulatory
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organization had taken disciplinary action against Mr. B in
both 1977 and 1978 on the basis of customer complaints.
Mr. B and each of the firms he was associated with in 1975,
1976 and 1977 have been sued by customers alleging fraud
and churning by Mr. B. A termination notice filed with
a self-regulatory organization by one of these firms was
false as was one application for employment completed by
Mr. B and filed with several self-regulatory organizations.
Mr. B is today the national sales manager of a registered
brokerage firm.

Mr. A’s employment was terminated by a major brokerage
firm in 1975. The firm filed a termination notice which
stated that Mr. A had been the subject of several serious
customer cc~plaints and that the brokerage firm believed
that Mr. A should not be rehired in the securities industry
because he had admitted doing unauthorized options trades
in customer accounts. Nonetheless, Mr. A was hired by
another major brokerage firm within two days even though
it was aware of the termination notice. Sixteen months
later, Mr. A left to join still a third firm as an options
salesman. At the third firm Mr. A filed an application
for employment which was false in that it denied any
former serious custcmer complaints or related conduct.
Within six months Mr. A was fired from the third brokerage
firm again for doing unauthorized options trades in
customer accounts.
b. Termination procedures
As discussed in Chapter VI, the NYSE, NASD and the options

exchanges all require member firms to file notices with them when
a salesperson leaves the firm for any reason. Notification forms
are provided which specify the reasons for termination. The reasons

generally fall into the following categories: (i) voluntary resignation;
(2) permitted to resign; (3) discharged; (4) deceased. The rules
require that member firms file the termination forms promptly
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following termination, and, among other things, that the firms
disclose whether the terminated salesperson had been the subject
of any major customer complaints.
The notification requirements enable the self-regulatory organizations to learn of possible misconduct which might reflect on the
qualifications of a registered representative to serve public customers.
For the notification requirements to serve useful purposes, the circumstances of employee termination must be stated accurately and
truthfully. The Options Study has seen indications, however, that
firms are not always truthful in their disclosures. For example:
¯

A major broker-dealer firm fired a registered
representative and quietly settled the claims of
six coaplaining customers (paying more than $60,000
in claims, some options-related), before notifying
the various self-regulatory organizations of the
termination of the salesman involved¯ In the
notification forms, the firm answered "no" to
the question whether the salesman ever had been
the subject of any major c~,plaint by a customer
of the firm.

¯

After receiving written complaints about a salesman from at least three custoaers, and being aware that
others would be forthcoming, a firm discharged the
salesman. The firm answered "no" to the question on
the termination form which asked about customer
complaints.

Misrepresentations made by firms to each other or to selfregulatory organizations seriously undermine an important premise
on which securities industry self-regulation is based -- that brokerage
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firms will deal honestly with each other and with the self-regulatory
organizations of which they are members, to assure that high standards
of conduct prevail in the industry. When such misrepresentations involve
employee misconduct, however, they seriously hinder self-regulator-f
efforts to shield public custcmers fr~n unsatisfactory registered
representatives.
The Options Study believes that the recommendations in Chapter VI,
concerning the establishment of a central file containing, among other
information, all customer ccmplaints received on particular registered
representatives, will greatly reduce the problems presently caused
by inaccurate and false termination notices. Nonetheless, the
self-regulatory organizations must protect the integrity of their
filing systems by bringing prompt disciplinary action against
those member firms and their employees who file false termination
or registration notices with them.

